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Abstract
Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods have successfully been used in many ap-
plications in engineering, statistics and physics. However, these are seldom used
in financial option pricing literature and practice. This paper presents SMC
method for pricing barrier options with continuous and discrete monitoring of
the barrier condition. Under the SMC method, simulated asset values rejected
due to barrier condition are re-sampled from asset samples that do not breach
the barrier condition improving the efficiency of the option price estimator; while
under the standard Monte Carlo many simulated asset paths can be rejected by
the barrier condition making it harder to estimate option price accurately. We
compare SMC with the standard Monte Carlo method and demonstrate that the
extra effort to implement SMC when compared with the standard Monte Carlo is
very little while improvement in price estimate can be significant. Both methods
result in unbiased estimators for the price converging to the true value as 1{?M ,
where M is the number of simulations (asset paths). However, the variance of
SMC estimator is smaller and does not grow with the number of time steps when
compared to the standard Monte Carlo. In this paper we demonstrate that SMC
can successfully be used for pricing barrier options. SMC can also be used for
pricing other exotic options and also for cases with many underlying assets and
additional stochastic factors such as stochastic volatility; we provide general for-
mulas and references.
Keywords: Sequential Monte Carlo, particle methods, Feynman-Kac represen-
tation, barrier options, Monte Carlo, option pricing
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1 Introduction
Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods (also referred to as particle methods) have
successfully been used in many applications in engineering, statistics and physics for
many years, especially in signal processing, state-space modelling and estimation of
rare event probability. SMC method coincides with Quantum Monte Carlo method
introduced as heuristic type scheme in physics by Enrico Fermi in 1948 while studying
neutron diffusions. From mathematical point of view SMC methods can be seen as
mean field particle interpretations of Feynman-Kac models. For a detailed analysis of
these stochastic models and applications, we refer to the couple of books Del Moral
(2004, 2013), and references therein. The applications of these particle methods in
mathematical finance has been started recently. For instance, using the rare event
interpretation of SMC, Carmona et al. (2009) and Del Moral & Patras (2011) proposed
SMC algorithm for computation of the probabilities of simultaneous defaults in large
credit portfolios, Targino et al. (2015) developed SMC for capital allocation problems.
There are many articles utilizing SMC for estimation of stochastic volatility, jump
diffusion and state-space price models, e.g. Johannes et al. (2009) and Peters et al.
(2013) to name a few. The applications of SMC methods in option pricing has been
started recently by the second author in the series of articles Carmona et al. (2012);
Del Moral et al. (2011, 2012a,b); Jasra & Del Moral (2011). However, these methods
are not widely known among option pricing practitioners and option pricing literature.
The purpose of this paper is to provide simple illustration and explanation of SMC
method and its efficiency. It can be beneficial to use SMC for pricing many exotic
options. For simplicity of illustration, we consider barrier options with a simple geo-
metric Brownian motion for the underlying asset. SMC can also be used for pricing
other exotic options and different underlying stochastic processes; we provide general
formulas and references.
Barrier options are widely used in trading. The option is extinguished (knocked-out)
or activated (knocked-in) when an underlying asset reaches a specified level (barrier).
A lot of related more complex instruments such as bivariate barrier, ladder, step-up
or step-down barrier options have become very popular in over-the-counter markets.
In general, these options can be considered as options with payoff depending upon
the path extrema of the underlying assets. A variety of closed form solutions for such
instruments on a single underlying asset have been obtained in the classical Black-
Scholes settings of constant volatility, interest rate and barrier level. See for example
Heynen & Kat (1994b), Kunitomo & Ikeda (1992), Rubinstein & Reiner (1991). If
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the barrier option is based on two assets then a practical analytical solution can be
obtained for some special cases considered in Heynen & Kat (1994a) and He et al.
(1998).
In practice, however, numerical methods are used to price the barrier options for a
number of reasons, for example, if the assumptions of constant volatility and drift are
relaxed or payoff is too complicated. Numerical schemes such as binomial and trino-
mial lattices (Hull & White, 1993; Kat & Verdonk, 1995) or finite difference schemes
(Dewynne & Wilmott, 1994) can be applied to the problem. However, the implemen-
tation of these methods can be difficult. Also, if more than two underlying assets are
involved in the pricing equation then these methods are not practical.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation method is a good general pricing tool for such in-
struments; for review of advanced Monte Carlo methods for barrier options, see Gobet
(2009). Many studies have been done to address finding the extrema of the continu-
ously monitored assets by sampling assets at discrete dates. The standard discrete-time
MC approach is computationally expensive as a large number of sampling dates and
simulations are required. Loss of information about all parts of the continuous-time
path between sampling dates introduces a substantial bias for the option price. The
bias decreases very slowly as 1{?N for N ąą 1, where N is the number of equally
spaced sampling dates (see Broadie et al. 1997, that also shows how to approximately
calculate discretely monitored barrier option via continuous barrier case with some
shift applied to the barrier). Also, extrapolation of the Monte Carlo estimates to the
continuous limit is usually difficult due to finite sampling errors. For the case of a single
underlying asset, it was shown by Andersen & Brotherton-Racliffe (2006) and Beagle-
hole et al. (1997) that the bias can be eliminated by a simple conditioning technique,
the so-called Brownian bridge simulation. The method is based on the simulation of a
one-dimensional Brownian bridge extremum between the sampled dates according to
a simple analytical formula for the distribution of the extremum (or just multiplying
simulated option payoff by the conditional probability of the path not crossing the
barrier between the sampled dates); also see (Glasserman, 2004, pp. 368-370). The
technique is very efficient in the case of underlying asset following standard lognormal
process because only one time step is required to simulate the asset path and its ex-
tremum if the barrier, drift and volatility are constant over the time region. Closely
related method of sampling underlying asset conditional on not crossing a barrier is
studied in Glasserman & Staum (2001). The method of Brownian bridge simulation
can also be applied in the case of multiple underlying assets as studied in Shevchenko
(2003). Importance sampling and control variates methods can be applied to reduce
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the variance of the barrier option price MC estimator; for a textbook treatment, see
Glasserman (2004). To improve time discretization scheme convergence, in the case of
more general underlying stochastic processes, Giles (2008a,b) has introduced a multi-
level Monte Carlo path simulation method for the pricing of financial options including
barrier options that improves the computational efficiency of MC path simulation by
combining results using different numbers of time steps. Gobet & Menozzi (2010) de-
veloped a procedure for multidimensional stopped diffusion processes accounting for
boundary correction through shifting the boundary that can be used to improve the
barrier option MC estimates in the case of multi-asset and multi-barrier options with
more general underlying processes.
However, the coefficient of variation of the MC estimator grows when the number
of asset paths rejected by the barrier condition increases (i.e. probability of asset path
to reach maturity without breaching the barrier decreases; for example, when barriers
are getting closer to the asset spot). This can be improved by SMC method that re-
samples asset values rejected by the barrier condition from the asset samples that do
not breach the barrier condition at each barrier monitoring date. Both SMC and MC
estimators are unbiased and are converging to the true value as 1{?M , where M is
the number of simulations (asset paths) but SMC has smaller variance.
This paper presents SMC algorithm and provides comparison between SMC and
MC estimators. We focus on the case of one underlying asset for easy illustration,
but the algorithm can easily be adapted for the case with many underlying assets and
with additional stochastic factors such as stochastic volatility. Note that we do not
address the error due to time discretization but improve the accuracy of the option
price sampling estimator for a given time discretization.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the model and
notation. In Section 3 we provide the basic formulas for Feynman-Kac representation
underlying SMC method. Section 4 presents SMC and Monte Carlo algorithms and
corresponding option price estimators. The use of importance sampling to improve
SMC estimators is discussed in Section 5. Numerical examples are presented in Section
6. Concluding remarks are given in the final section.
2 Model
Assume that underlying asset St follows risk neutral process
dSt “ Stµdt` StσdWt, (1)
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where µ “ r ´ q is the drift, r is risk free interest rate, q is continuous dividend
rate (it corresponds to the foreign interest rate if St is exchange rate or continuous
dividends if St is stock), σ is volatility and Wt is the standard Brownian motion. The
interest rate can be function of time, and drift and volatility can be functions of time
and underlying asset. In this paper, we do not consider time discretization errors;
for simplicity, hereafter, we assume that model parameters are piece-wise constant
functions of time.
2.1 Pricing Barrier Option
The today’s fair price of continuously monitored knock-out barrier option with the
lower barrier Lt and upper barrier Ut can be calculated as expectation with respect to
risk neutral process (1), given information today at t0 “ 0 (i.e. conditional on S0 “ s0)
QC “ B0,TE
`
hpST q1AtpStqtPr0,T s
˘
, B0,T “ e´
şT
0 rpτqdτ , (2)
where B0,T is the discounting factor from maturity T to t0 “ 0; 1Apxq is indicator
function equals 1 if x P A and 0 otherwise; hpxq is payoff function, i.e. hpxq “
maxpx ´ K, 0q for call option and hpxq “ maxpK ´ x, 0q for put option, where K is
strike price; and At “ pLt, Utq. All standard barrier structures such as lower barrier
only, upper barrier only or several window barriers can be obtained by setting Lt “ 0
or Ut “ 8 for corresponding time periods.
Assume that drift, volatility and barriers are piecewise constant functions of time for
time discretization 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tN “ T . Denote corresponding asset values as
S0, S1, . . . , SN ; the lower and upper barriers as L1, . . . , LN and U1, . . . , UN respectively;
and drift and volatility as µ1, . . . , µN and σ1, . . . , σN . That is, L1 is the lower barrier
for time period rt0, t1s; L2 is for rt1, t2s, etc. and similar for the upper barrier, drift and
volatility. If there is no lower or upper barrier during rtn´1, tns, then we set Ln “ 0 or
Un “ 8 respectively.
Denote the transition density from Sn to Sn`1 as fpSn`1|Snq which is just a lognormal
density in the case of process (1) with solution
Sn “ Sn´1 exp
ˆ
pµn ´ 1
2
σ2nqδtn ` σn
a
δtnZn
˙
, n “ 1, . . . , N, (3)
where δtn “ tn ´ tn´1 and Z1, . . . , ZN are independent and identically distributed
random variables from the standard normal distribution.
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In the case of barrier monitored at t0, t1, . . . , tN (discretely monitored barrier), the
option price (2) simplifies to
QD “ B0,T E
˜
hpSNq
Nź
n“1
1pLn,UnqpSnq
¸
. (4)
It is a biased estimate of continuously monitored barrier option QC such that QD Ñ QC
for δtn Ñ 0; see Broadie et al. (1997) that also shows how to approximately calculate
discretely monitored barrier option via continuous barrier option price with some shift
applied to the barrier in the case of one-dimension Brownian motion (for high dimen-
sional case and more general processes, see Gobet & Menozzi 2010).
In the case of continuously monitored barrier, the barrier option price expectation
(2) can be written as
QC “ B0,T
ż U1
L1
ds1fps1|s0qgps0, s1q ¨ ¨ ¨
ż UN
LN
dsNfpsN |sN´1qgpsN´1, sNqhpsNq, (5)
where gpSn´1, Snq is probability of no barrier hit within rtn´1, tns conditional on Sn P
pLn, Unq and Sn´1 P pLn´1, Un´1q. For a single barrier level Bn (either lower Bn “ Ln
or upper Bn “ Un) within rtn´1, tns,
gpSn´1, Snq “ 1´ exp
ˆ
´2lnpSn{Bnq lnpSn´1{Bnq
σ2nδtn
˙
; (6)
and there is a closed form solution for the case of double barrier within rtn´1, tns
gpSn´1, Snq “ 1´
8ÿ
m“1
rRn pαnm´ γn, xnq `Rnp´αnm` βn, xnqs
`
8ÿ
m“1
rRnpαnm,xnq `Rnp´αnm,xnqs, (7)
where
xn “ ln Sn
Sn´1
, αn “ 2 ln Un
Ln
, βn “ 2 ln Un
Sn´1
, γn “ 2 ln Sn´1
Ln
, Rnpz, xq “ exp
ˆ
´zpz ´ 2xq
2σ2nδtn
˙
.
Typically few terms in the above summations are enough to obtain a good accuracy (in
the actual implementation the number of terms can be adaptive to achieve the required
accuracy; the smaller time step δtn the less number of terms is needed). Formulas (6)
and (7) can easily be obtained from the well known distribution of maximum and
minimum of a Brownian motion (see e.g. Borodin & Salminen, 1996; Karatzas &
Shreve, 1991); also can be found in Shevchenko (2011).
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The integral (5) can be rewritten as
QC “ B0,T
ż 8
0
ds1fps1|s0qgps0, s1q1pL1,U1qps1q ¨ ¨ ¨ż 8
0
dsNfpsN |sN´1qgpsN´1, sNqhpsNq1pLU ,UN qpsNq
“ B0,T ˆ E
˜
hpSNq
Nź
n“1
`
1pLn,UnqpSnqgpSn´1, Snq
˘¸
. (8)
Alternative expression for the barrier option that might provide more efficient nu-
merical estimate is presented by formula (11) in the next section. It is not analysed in
this paper and subject of further study.
2.2 Alternative Solution for Barrier Option
The integral for barrier option price (8) can also be rewritten in terms of the Markov
chain pSn, starting at pS0 “ S0, with elementary transitions
Pr
´pSn P dsn | pSn´1 “ sn´1¯ :“ Pr pSn P dsn | Sn´1 “ sn´1q 1pLn,Unqpsnq
Pr pSn P pLn, Unq | Sn´1 “ sn´1q . (9)
We readily check that pSn “ pSn´1 exp´an ` bn pZn¯ (10)
with
an :“ pµn ´ 1
2
σ2nqδtn and bn :“ σn
a
δtn.
In addition, given the state variable pSn´1, pZn stands for a standard Gaussian random
variable restricted to the set
´
AnppSn´1q, BnppSn´1q¯, with
AnppSn´1q :“ „lnˆ LnpSn´1
˙
´ an

{bn and BnppSn´1q :“ „lnˆ UnpSn´1
˙
´ an

{bn.
Let Φpxq :“ şx´8 1?2pie´y2{2dy be the standard Normal (Gaussian) distribution func-
tion and its inverse function is Φ´1p¨q. In this notation, we have that
Pr pSn P pLn, Unq | Sn´1 “ sn´1q “ Pr pZn P pAnpsn´1q, Bnpsn´1qq | Sn´1 “ sn´1q
“ ΦpBnpsn´1qq ´ ΦpAnpsn´1qq.
We can also simulate the transition pSn´1 ; pSn by sampling a uniform random variable
Un by taking in (10)pZn :“ Φ´1 ”Φ´AnppSn´1q¯` Un ´Φ´BnppSn´1q¯´ Φ´AnppSn´1q¯¯ı .
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If we set
ϕk´1psk´1q :“ Pr pSk P pLk, Ukq | Sk´1 “ sk´1q “ ΦpBkpsk´1qq ´ ΦpAkpsk´1qq,
then we have that#
nź
k“1
1pLk,Ukqpskq
+ #
nź
k“1
Pr pSk P dsk | Sk´1 “ sk´1q
+
“
#
nź
k“1
Pr pSk P pLk, Ukq | Sk´1 “ sk´1q
+ #
nź
k“1
Pr
´pSk P dsk | pSk´1 “ sk´1¯+
“
#
nź
k“1
ϕk´1 psk´1q
+ #
nź
k“1
Pr
´pSk P dsk | pSk´1 “ sk´1¯+
from which we conclude that
QC “ B0,T ˆ E
˜
hppSNq Nź
n“1
pGn´1ppSn´1, pSnq¸ (11)
with the r0, 1s-valued potential functions
pGn´1ppSn´1, pSnq :“ ϕn´1ppSn´1q gppSn´1, pSnq. (12)
Explicitly, the option price integral becomes
QC “ B0,T
ż 1
0
dw1pΦprU1q ´ ΦprL1qqgps0, s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ż 1
0
dwNpΦprUNq ´ ΦprLNqqgpsN´1, sNqhpsNq
“ B0,T
ż 1
0
¨ ¨ ¨
ż 1
0
dw1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dwNhpsNq
Nź
n“1
pΦprUnq ´ ΦprLnqqgpsn´1, snq, (13)
where
rUn “ plnpUn{sn´1q ´ pµn ´ 1
2
σ2nqδtnq{pσn
a
δtnq,
rLn “ plnpLn{sn´1q ´ pµn ´ 1
2
σ2nqδtnq{pσn
a
δtnq,
zn “ Φ´1rΦprLnq ` wnpΦprUnq ´ ΦprLnqqs,
sn “ sn´1 expppµn ´ 1
2
σ2nqδtnq ` σn
a
δtnznq
are calculated from w1, . . . , wN recursively for n “ 1, 2, . . . , N for given s0.
This alternative solution for the barrier option might provide more efficient numer-
ical estimate but it is not analysed in this paper.
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3 Feynman-Kac representations
In this section, we provide the basic option price formulas under Feynman-Kac repre-
sentation underlying SMC method; for detailed introduction of this topic, see Carmona
et al. (2012).
3.1 Description of the models
Given that the transition valued sequence
Xn “ pSn, Sn`1q n “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1
forms a Markov chain, the option price expectation in the case of continuously moni-
tored barrier (8) can be written as
QC “ B0,T ˆ E
˜
HpXNq
N´1ź
n“0
GnpXnq
¸
(14)
with the extended payoff functions
HpXNq “ HpSN , SN`1q :“ hpSNq
and the potential functions
GnpXnq “ gpSn, Sn`1q ˆ 1pLn`1Un`1qpSn`1q, n “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1.
These potential functions measure the chance to stay within the barriers during the
interval rtp, tp`1s. Equation (14) is the Feynman-Kac formula for discrete time models
(see Carmona et al. 2012) which is used to develop SMC option price estimator.
In this notation, the discretely monitored barrier option expectation (4) also takes
the following form
QD “ B0,T ˆ E
˜
HpXNq
N´1ź
n“0
rGnpXnq¸ (15)
with the indicator potential functions
rGnpXnq “ 1pLn`1Un`1qpSn`1q, n “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1.
We end this section with a Feynman-Kac representation of the alternative formulae
for barrier option expectation presented in Section 2.2 by formula (11). In this case, if
we consider the transition valued Markov chain sequence
pXn “ ppSn, pSn`1q n “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1,
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based on modified underlying asset process pSn given by (10), then we can rewrite the
formula (11) as follows
QC “ B0,T ˆ E
˜
Hp pXNq N´1ź
n“0
pGnp pXnq¸ (16)
with the potential function pGn defined in (12). We observe that the above expression
has exactly the same form as (14) by replacing pXn, Gnq by p pXn, pGnq.
Once the option price expectation is written in Feynman-Kac representation then it
is straightforward to develop SMC estimators as described in the following sections.
3.2 Some preliminary results
In this section, we review some key formulae related to unnormalized Feynman-Kac
models. We provide a brief description of the evolution semigroup of Feynman-Kac
measures. This section also presents some key multiplicative formulae describing the
normalizing constants in terms of normalized Feynman-Kac measures. These mathe-
matical objects are essential to define and to analyze particle approximation models.
For instance, the particle approximation of normalizing constants are defined mimick-
ing the multiplicative formula discussed above, by replacing the normalized probability
distributions by the empirical measures of the particle algorithm. We also emphasize
that the bias and the variance analysis of these particle approximations are described in
terms of the Feynman-Kac semigroups. A more thorough discussion on these stochas-
tic models is provided in the monographs (Del Moral, 2004, Section 2.7.1 ) and (Del
Moral, 2013, Section 3.2.2 ).
Firstly, we observe that (14) can be written in the following form
QC “ B0,T γNpHq “ B0,T γNp1q ηNpHq (17)
with the Feynman-Kac unnormalized γN and normalized ηN measures given for any
function ϕ by the formulae
γNpϕq “ E
˜
ϕpXNq
N´1ź
n“0
GnpXnq
¸
and ηNpϕq “ γNpϕq{γNp1q. (18)
Notice that the sequence of non negative measures pγnqně0 satisfies for any bounded
measurable function ϕ the recursive linear equation
γnpϕq “ γn´1pQnpϕqq (19)
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with the integral operator
Qnpϕqpxq “ Gn´1pxq Knpϕqpxq, (20)
where
Knpϕqpxq “ E pϕpXnq | Xn´1 “ xq “
ż
Knpx, dyq ϕpyq (21)
and KnpXn´1, dxq :“ Pr pXn P dx | Xn´1q is the Markov transition in the chain Xn.
We prove this claim using the fact that
γnpϕq “ E
˜
E
˜
ϕpXnq
n´1ź
p“0
GppXpq | pX0, . . . , Xn´1q
¸¸
“ E
˜
E pϕpXnq | pX0, . . . , Xn´1qq
n´1ź
p“0
GppXpq
¸
“ E
˜
E pϕpXnq | Xn´1q
n´1ź
p“0
GppXpq
¸
“ E
˜
Gn´1pXn´1qKnpϕqpXn´1q
n´2ź
p“0
GppXpq
¸
“ γn´1 pGn´1 ˆKnpϕqq . (22)
By construction, we also have that
γNp1q “ E
˜
N´1ź
n“0
GnpXnq
¸
“ E
˜
GN´1pXN´1q ˆ
N´2ź
n“0
GnpXnq
¸
“ γN´1pGN´1q. (23)
This yields
γNp1q “ γN´1p1q γN´1pGN´1q
γN´1p1q “ γN´1p1q ηN´1pGN´1q (24)
from which we conclude that
γNp1q “
ź
0ďnăN
ηnpGnq (25)
and therefore
QC “ B0,T ˆ
« ź
0ďnăN
ηnpGnq
ff
ˆ ηNpHq, (26)
which is used for SMC estimators by replacing ηn with its empirical approximation as
described in the following sections.
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4 Monte Carlo estimators
In this section we present MC and SMC estimators and corresponding algorithms to
calculate option price in the case of continuously and discretely monitored barrier
conditions.
4.1 Standard Monte Carlo
Using process (3), simulate independent asset path realizations Spmq “ pSpmq1 , . . . , SpmqN q,
m “ 1, . . . ,M . Then, the unbiased estimator for continuously monitored barrier option
price integral (8) is a standard average of option price payoff realisations over simulated
paths
pQMCC “ B0,T 1M
Mÿ
m“1
˜
hpSpmqN q
Nź
n“1
!
gpSpmqn´1, Spmqn q1rLn,UnspSpmqn q
)¸
“ B0,T 1
M
Mÿ
m“1
˜
HpXpmqN q
N´1ź
n“0
GnpXpmqn q
¸
(27)
with X
pmq
n “ pSpmqn , Spmqn`1q and the unbiased estimator for discretely monitored barrier
option (4) is pQMCD “ B0,T 1M
Mÿ
m“1
˜
HpXpmqN q
N´1ź
n“0
rGnpXpmqn q
¸
(28)
with X
pmq
n “ pSpmqn , Spmqn`1q.
4.2 Sequential Monte Carlo
Another unbiased estimator for option price integral (8) can be obtained using formula
(26) via SMC method with the following algorithm.
• Initial step
1. (proposition step) For the initial time step, I0 “ rt0, t1s, simulate M inde-
pendent realizations
X
pmq
0 :“ pSpmq0 , Spmq1 q m “ 1, . . . ,M
using process (3); these are referred to as M (transition type) particles. Set
G0pXpmq0 q “ 1pL1,U1qpSpmq1 q ˆ gpSpmq0 , Spmq1 q
for each 1 ď m ďM .
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2. (acceptance-rejection step) SampleM random and r0, 1s-valued uniform vari-
ables U
pmq
0 . The rejected transition type particles X
pmq
0 are those for which
G0pXpmq0 q ă U pmq0 . The particles Xpmq0 for which U pmq0 ď G0pXpmq0 q are ac-
cepted. Notice that a transition type particle X
pmq
0 s.t. S
pmq
1 R pL1, U1q
is instantly rejected (since its weight G0pXpmq0 q “ 0 is null); and a transi-
tion type particle X
pmq
0 s.t. S
pmq
1 P pL1, U1q is rejected with a probability
1´G0pXpmq0 q.
3. (recycling-selection step) Resample each rejected transition type particle
X
pmq
0 by resampling its S
pmq
1 component from the discrete distribution with
density function
fps1q “
Mÿ
m“1
G0pXpmq0 qřM
k“1G0pXpkq0 q
δps1 ´ Spmq1 q, (29)
where δpy ´ y0q is a point mass function centered at y0 (i.e. the Dirac δ-
function which is zero everywhere except from y “ y0 and its integral over
any interval containing y0 is equal to one). In other words, when a transition
type particle, say X
prq
0 , is rejected for some index r we replace it by one of
the particle X
pmq
0 randomly chosen w.r.t. its weight
G0pXpmq0 qřM
k“1G0pXpkq0 q
.
Efficient and simple sampling of the rejected particle from the discrete den-
sity (29) can be accomplished by Algorithm 4.1 in Section 4.3.
At the end of the acceptance-rejection-recycling scheme, we haveM (transition-
type) particles that we denote
rXpmq0 “ pSpmq0 , rSpmq1 q m “ 1, . . . ,M.
Remark 4.1 By definition of (29) we notice that transition type particles
X
pmq
0 s.t. S
pmq
1 R pL1, U1q have a null weight. Therefore, they cannot be
selected in replacement of the rejected ones. Moreover, the transition type
particles X
pmq
0 s.t. S
pmq
1 P pL1, U1q with a large probability G0pXpmq0 q of non
hitting the barrier within rt0, t1s are more likely to be selected (in replace-
ment of the rejected ones).
• Step 0; 1
a) (proposition) For the 2nd time step, I1 “ rt1, t2s simulate M independent
realizations
X
pmq
1 :“ prSpmq1 , Spmq2 q m “ 1, . . . ,M
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starting from the end points rSpmq1 of the selected transitions rXpmq0
at the previous step, using the process evolution (3); these are referred
to as M (transition type) particles X
pmq
1 at time 1. Set
G1pXpmq1 q “ 1pL2,U2qpSpmq2 q ˆ gprSpmq1 , Spmq2 q
for each 1 ď m ďM .
b) (acceptance-rejection) Sample M random and r0, 1s-valued uniform vari-
ables U
pmq
1 . The rejected transition type particles X
pmq
1 are those for which
G1pXpmq1 q ă U pmq1 and the particles Xpmq1 for which U pmq1 ď G1pXpmq1 q are
accepted. That is a transition type particle X
pmq
1 s.t. S
pmq
2 R pL2, U2q is in-
stantly rejected and X
pmq
1 s.t. S
pmq
2 P pL2, U2q is rejected with a probability
1´G1pXpmq1 q.
c) (recycling-selection) Resample each rejected transition type particles X
pmq
1
by resampling its S
pmq
2 component from the discrete distribution with the
density
fps2q “
Mÿ
m“1
G1pXpmq1 qřM
k“1G1pXpkq1 q
δps2 ´ Spmq2 q (30)
using e.g. efficient and simple Algorithm 4.1 in Section 4.3.
At the end of the acceptance-rejection-recycling scheme, we haveM (transition-
type) particles denoted as rXpmq1 “ prSpmq1 , rSpmq2 q, 1 ď m ď M . A remark
similar to Remark 4.1 is also applied here: transition type particles X
pmq
1
s.t. S
pmq
2 R pL2, U2q have a null weight and therefore they cannot be selected
in replacement of the rejected ones. Moreover, the transition type particles
X
pmq
1 s.t. S
pmq
2 P pL2, U2q with a large probability gprSpmq1 , Spmq2 q of non hit-
ting the barrier within rt0, t1s are more likely to be selected (in replacement
of the rejected ones).
• Repeat steps a) to c) in Step 0; 1 for time steps rt2, t3s,. . . , rtN´1, tN s.
Calculate the final unbiased option price estimator as
pQSMCC “ B0,T ˆ
«
N´1ź
n“0
1
M
Mÿ
m“1
GnpXpmqn q
ff
ˆ 1
M
Mÿ
m“1
HpXpmqN q. (31)
That is, ηNpHq is replaced by its empirical approximation 1M
řM
m“1HpXpmqN q and ηnpGnq
is replaced by its empirical approximation 1
M
řM
m“1GnpXpmqn q in formula (26).
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Note that HpXpmqN q “ hprSpmqN q, i.e. payoff at maturity is calculated using particlesrSpmqN after rejection-recycling at maturity tN “ T . The proof of the unbiasedness
properties of these estimators is provided in Section 4.4.
In much the same way, an unbiased estimator of QD defined in (15) is given by
pQSMCD “ B0,T ˆ
«
N´1ź
n“0
1
M
Mÿ
m“1
rGnpXpmqn q
ff
ˆ 1
M
Mÿ
m“1
HpXpmqN q, (32)
where
´
X
pmq
n
¯
0ďnďN
, 1 ď m ď M is obtained by the above algorithm with potential
functions pGnq0ďnďN replaced by the indicator potential functions p rGnq0ďnďN .
In both cases, it may happen that all the particles exit the barrier after some propo-
sition stage. In this case, we use the convention that the above estimates are null.
One way to solve this problem is to consider the Feynman-Kac description (16) for
alternative option price expression (11) presented in Section 2.2. In this context, an
unbiased estimator of QC is given by
ppQSMCC “ B0,T ˆ
«
N´1ź
n“0
1
M
Mÿ
m“1
pGnp pXpmqn q
ff
ˆ 1
M
Mÿ
m“1
Hp pXpmqN q, (33)
where
´ pXpmqn ¯
0ďnďN
, 1 ď m ďM , is obtained by the above algorithm for
´
X
pmq
n
¯
0ďnďN
with potential functions pGnq0ďnďN replaced by the potential functions p pGnq0ďnďN and
process for Sn is replaced by process pSn as described in Section 2.2.
Remark 4.2 As we mentioned in the introduction of Section 3.2, the particle estimate
in (31) is defined as in (26) by replacing the normalized Feynman-Kac measures ηn by
the particle empirical approximations. Formulae (32), and respectively (33), follow the
same line of arguments based on the Feynman-Kac model (15), and respectively (16).
Figure 1 presents an illustration of the algorithm with M “ 6 particles. In this
particular case, we simulate six particles at time t1 (starting from S0). Then particle
S
p4q
1 is rejected and resampled (moved to position S
p1q
1 ), particle S
p6q
1 is rejected and
moved to position S
p3q
1 . Then two particles located at S
p3q
1 will generate two particles at
t2, two particles located at S
p1q
1 will generate two particles at t2, etc. For each time slice
including the last tN , after resampling, we have six particles above the barrier. Note
that it is possible that S
p1q
1 , S
p2q
1 ,S
p3q
1 ,S
p5q
1 are also rejected in the case of continuously
monitored barrier.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Sequential Monte Carlo algorithm to calculate barrier option
with the lower barrier at level L. Particle S
p4q
1 is rejected and moved to position S
p1q
1
(resampled), particle S
p6q
1 is rejected and moved to position S
p3q
1 , etc. Note that it is
possible that S
p1q
1 , S
p2q
1 ,S
p3q
1 ,S
p5q
1 are also rejected in the case of continuously monitored
barrier.
4.3 Sampling from discrete distribution
For the benefit of the reader, in this section we present efficient and simple algorithm
for sampling of the rejected particles from the discrete density required during recycle-
selection step of SMC algorithm described in previous section, i.e. sampling from
discrete densities (29) and (30).
In general, sampling of R independent random variables pY prqq1ďrďR from a weighted
discrete probability density function
fpxq “
Mÿ
m“1
pmδpx´ xmq (34)
can be done in the usual way by the inverse distribution method. That is, F pxq “
1
M
řM
m“1 1rxm,8qpxq is a distribution corresponding to discrete density (34) and X “
F´1pUq is a sample from F pxq if U is from uniform (0,1) distribution. It is important
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to use computationally efficient method for sampling of R variables. If the order of
samples is not important (as in the case of recycling-selection steps of SMC algorithm
in Section 4.2) then, for example, one can sample pR ` 1q independent exponential
random variables pErq1ďrďpR`1q with unit parameter and set
Tr “
ÿ
1ďsďr
Es and Vr “ Tr{TR`1, r “ 1, 2, . . . , R ` 1. (35)
The random variables pV1, . . . ,VRq calculated in such a way are the order statistics
of R independent random variables uniformly distributed on (0,1), which is a well
known property of Poisson process, see e.g. (Bartoli & Del Moral, 2001, Example 3.6.9
and Section 2.6.2) or (Daley & Vere-Jones, 2003, Exercise 2.1.2). Then sampling of
pY prqq1ďrďR, by calculating Y prq “ F´1pVrq, can be accomplished using the following
synthetic pseudo code.
Algorithm 4.1
1. k “ 1 and r “ 1
2. While r ď R
• While Vr ă p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pk
– Y prq “ xk
– r “ r ` 1
• End while
• k “ k ` 1
3. End while
The computational cost of this sampling scheme is linear with respect to R. In
particular, to simulate from the probability density (29) set pm “ G0pX
pmq
0 qřM
k“1G0pXpkq0 q
and
xm “ Spmq1 , and to simulate from the discrete distribution (30) set pm “ G1pX
pmq
1 qřM
k“1G1pXpkq1 q
and xm “ Spmq2 in (34).
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4.4 Unbiasedness properties
SMC estimator for option price (31) can be written as
pQSMC “ B0,T ˆ γMN p1q ˆ ηMN pHq (36)
with the empirical measures ηMN given by
ηMN pHq “ 1M
Mÿ
m“1
HpXpmqN q (37)
and normalizing constants
γMN p1q “
N´1ź
p“0
1
M
Mÿ
m“1
GppXpmqp q “
N´1ź
p“0
ηMp pGpq. (38)
In this notation, the M -particle approximations of the Feynman-Kac measures γN for
any function ϕ are given by
γMN pϕq :“ γMN p1q ˆ ηMN pϕq ñ pQSMC “ B0,T ˆ γMN pHq. (39)
Here, ηMN and γ
M
N are particle empirical approximations of Feynman-Kac measures ηN
and γN in the option price formula (26).
The objective of this section is to show that the M -particle estimates pQSMC for
continuous and discrete cases (31) and (32) are unbiased. The unbiased property is
not so obvious mainly because it is based on biased M -empirical measures ηMN . It is
clearly out of the scope of this study to present a quantitative analysis of these biased
measure, we refer the reader to the monographs Del Moral (2004, 2013), and references
therein. For instance, one can prove that
sup
}ϕ}ď1
››E `ηMN pϕq˘´ ηNpϕq›› ď cpNq{M (40)
for some finite positive constant cpNq whose values only depend on the time horizon
N . That is, ηMN pϕq converges to ηNpϕq as M increases. The unnormalized particle
measures γMN in (31), (32), and (33) are unbiased. On the other hand, the empirical
measures ηMN pϕq can be expressed in terms of the ratio of two unnormalized quantities
γMN pϕq and γMN p1q. Taking into considerations the fluctuation of these unnormalized
particle models, the estimate of the bias (40) is obtained using an elementary Taylor
type expansion at the first order of this ratio.
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To prove that γMN pHq is unbiased, i.e. pQSMC is unbiased, recall that the particles
evolve sequentially using a selection and a mutation transition. Thus we have the
conditional expectation formula
E
ˆ
ηMN pHq
ˇˇˇˇ ´
X
pmq
0 , . . . , X
pmq
N´1
¯
1ďmďM
˙
“ E
ˆ
H
´
X
p1q
N
¯ ˇˇˇˇ ´
X
pmq
0 , . . . , X
pmq
N´1
¯
1ďmďM
˙
“
ÿ
1ďmďM
GN´1pXpmqN´1qř
1ďkďM GN´1pXpkqN´1q
KNpHqpXpmqN´1q, (41)
where KN is the Markov transition integral operator of the chain X
pmq
n , n “ 1, . . . , N´1
defined in (21). The weighted mixture of Markov transitions expresses the fact that
the particles are selected using the potential functions before to explore the solution
space using the mutation transitions. This implies that
E
ˆ
γMN pHq
ˇˇˇˇ ´
X
pmq
0 , . . . , X
pmq
N´1
¯
1ďmďM
˙
“
«
N´1ź
p“0
ηMp pGpq
ff
1
N
ÿ
1ďmďM
GN´1pXpmqN´1q
1
N
ř
1ďkďM GN´1pXpkqN´1q
KNpHqpXpmqN´1q
“
«
N´2ź
p“0
ηMp pGpq
ff
ˆ ηMN´1 pQNpHqq (42)
with the one step Feynman-Kac semigroup QN introduced in (20). That is
E
ˆ
γMN pHq
ˇˇˇˇ ´
X
pmq
0 , . . . , X
pmq
N´1
¯
1ďmďM
˙
“ γMN´1 pQNpHqq (43)
and therefore
E
`
γMN pHq
˘ “ E `γMN´1 pQNpHqq˘ . (44)
For N “ 0, we use the convention śH “ 1 so that
γM0 “ ηM0 ñ E
`
γM0 pϕq
˘ “ E `ηM0 pϕq˘ “ η0pϕq “ γ0pϕq
for any function ϕ. Iterating (43) backward in time, we obtain the evolution equation of
the unnormalized Feynman-Kac distributions defined in (19). Next, for the convenience
of the reader, we provide a more detailed proof of the unbiased property and we further
assume that
E
`
γMn pϕq
˘ “ γnpϕq (45)
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at some rank n, for any M ě 1 and any ϕ. In this case, arguing as above we have
E
`
γMn`1pϕq
˘ “ E `γMn pQn`1pϕqq˘ . (46)
Under the induction hypothesis, this implies that
E
`
γMn`1pϕq
˘ “ γn pQn`1pϕqq “ γn`1pϕq. (47)
This ends the proof of the unbiasedness property of pQSMC . The results about standard
errors of these SMC unbiased estimators can be found in e.g. Ce´rou et al. (2011)).
While it goes beyond the purpose of this paper to go into details of theoretical results
on the variance of empirical approximations of normalized Feynman-Kac measures, it
is important to mention that the standard error of the SMC estimator is proportional
to 1{?M which is the same as for the standard MC estimator. However, while for MC
estimator the proportionality coefficient is easily estimated as the standard deviation
of simulated asset path payoffs, for SMC estimator there is no simple expression and
one has to run independent calculations of SMC estimator to estimate its standard
error; numerical experiments will be presented in Section 6.
5 Importance sampling models
The Feynman-Kac representation formulae (14) and their particle interpretations dis-
cussed in Section 4.2 are far from being unique. For instance, using (8), for any non
negative probability density functions fpsn|sn´1q, we also have that
Q “ B0,T
ż 8
0
ds1fps1|s0qgps0, s1q1pL1,U1qps1q ¨ ¨ ¨ż 8
0
dsNfpsN |sN´1qgpsN´1, sNqhpsNq1pLU ,UN qpsNq (48)
with the potential functions
g
`
Sn´1, Sn
˘ “ g `Sn´1, Sn˘ˆ fpsn|sn´1q
fpsn|sn´1q . (49)
This yields the Feynman-Kac representation
Q “ B0,T ˆ E
˜
hpSNq
Nź
n“1
GnpSn´1, Snq
¸
(50)
in terms of the potential functions
GnpSn´1, Snq “ 1pLn,UnqpSnqgpSn´1, Snq (51)
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and the Markov chain
`
Sn
˘
ně0, with
Pr
`
Sn P dsn | Sn´1
˘ “ fpsn|Sn´1q dsn. (52)
The importance sampling formula (50) is rather well known. The corresponding M -
particle consist with M particles evolving, between the selection times, as independent
copies of the twisted Markov chain model Sn; and the selection/recycling procedure
favors transitions Sn´1 ; Sn that increase density ratio fpSn|Sn´1q{fpSn|Sn´1q.
We end this section with a more sophisticated change of measure related to the
payoff functions.
For any sequence of positive potential functions phnq0ďnďN with hN “ h, using the
fact that
hpSNq “ hNpSNq
hN´1pSN´1q ˆ
hN´1pSN´1q
hN´2pSN´2q ˆ . . .ˆ
h1pS1q
h0pS0q ˆ h0pS0q, (53)
we also have that
Q0 “ B0,T ˆ h0ps0q ˆ E
˜
Nź
n“1
ˆ
hnpSnq
hn´1pSn´1q GnpSn´1, Snq
˙¸
“ B0,T ˆ h0ps0q ˆ E
˜
Nź
n“1
qGnpSn´1, Snq¸ (54)
with qGnpSn´1, Snq “ GnpSn´1, Snq ˆ hnpSnq
hn´1pSn´1q . (55)
For example, for the payoff functions discussed in the option pricing model (2), we can
choose
hNpxq “ hpxq “ maxpK ´ x, 0q and @n ă N hnpxq “ hpxq ` 1 (56)
Notice that the M -particle model associated with the potential functions qGn consists
from M particles evolving, between the selection times, as independent copies of the
Markov chain Sn; and the selection/recycling procedure favors transitions Sn´1 ; Sn
that increase the ratio hnpSnq{hn´1pSn´1q. For instance, in the example suggested in
(56) the transitions Sn´1 ; Sn exploring regions far from the strike K are more likely
to duplicate.
The choice of the potential functions (49) allows to choose the reference Markov chain
to explore randomly the state space during the mutation transitions. The importance
sampling Feynman-Kac model (54) is less intrusive. More precisely, without changing
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the reference Markov chain, the choice of the potential functions (55) allows to favor
transitions that increase sequentially the payoff function. The importance sampling
models (49) and (55) can be combined in an obvious way so that to change the reference
Markov chain and favor the transitions that increase the payoff function.
6 Numerical results
Consider a simple knock-out barrier call option with constant lower and upper barriers
L “ 90 and U “ 110, strike K “ 100 and maturity T “ 0.5 for market data: spot S0 “
100, interest rate r “ 0.1, volatility σ “ 0.3 and zero dividends q “ 0. Exact closed
form solution, SMC and standard MC estimators, standard errors of the estimators, and
estimator efficiencies for this option are presented in Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 2 and
3 for continuously and discretely monitored barrier cases. We perform M “ 100, 000
simulations for MC estimators and M “ 100, 000 particles for SMC estimators that are
repeated 50 times (using independent random numbers) to calculate the final option
price estimates and their standard errors.
Our calculations are based on sampling at equally spaced time slices t1, . . . , tN . Note
that we present results for N “ p1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128q not to demonstrate conver-
gence of discretely monitored barrier to the continuous case and not to address time
discretization errors, but to illustrate and explain the behavior of SMC that improves
the accuracy of option price sampling estimator for given time discretization. In the
case of real barrier option, the time discretization will be dictated by the stochastic
process, window barrier structure, barrier monitoring type (e.g. continuous, daily) and
market data term-structures.
For MC estimator (in the case of continuously monitored barrier) we need to cal-
culate conditional probability of barrier hit (7) between sampled dates only for asset
simulated paths that do not breach barrier condition during option life and result in
non-zero payoff at maturity, while for SMC estimators these probabilities should be
calculated for all time steps but only for particles that appear between the barriers.
Thus direct calculation of computational effort is not straightforward. Instead we can
use the actual computing time to compare the methods using the following facts.
• Computing CPU time tcpu is proportional to the number of simulations M in MC
method (or the number of particles M in SMC).
• Both MC and SMC estimators are unbiased. Their standard errors are propor-
tional to 1{?M with proportionality coefficient for SMC different from MC (for
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theoretical results about variance of SMC estimators, see Ce´rou et al. (2011)).
While for MC this coefficient is easily calculated as the standard deviation of
asset path payoffs, for SMC there is no simple expression and one has to run
independent calculations many times (i.e. 50 times in our numerical example) to
estimate standard errors of SMC estimators.
Thus, the squared standard error s2 of an estimator is
s2 “ α{tcpu, (57)
where α depends on the method; i.e. α “ αMC for MC and α “ αSMC for SMC that
are easily found from numerical results for s2 and tcpu of corresponding estimators. To
compare the efficiency of the estimators we calculate
κ “ αMC{αSMC . (58)
Interpretation of κ is straightforward; if computing time for SMC estimator is tSMC,
then the computing time for MC estimator to achieve the same accuracy as SMC es-
timator is κ ˆ tSMC, i.e. κ ą 1 indicates that SMC is faster than MC and κ ă 1
otherwise.
For our specific numerical example, computing time for SMC is about only 10%-
20% larger than for MC in the case of discretely monitored barrier. In the case of
continuously monitored barrier, SMC time is about twice of MC time mainly because
we need to calculate conditional probability of barrier hit (7) between sampled dates
which is computationally expensive in the case of double barrier. However, standard
error for SMC estimator is always smaller than for the MC estimator (except limiting
case of N “ 1 where barrier is monitored at maturity only when standard errors are
about the same). It is easy to see from results that SMC is superior to MC (except
the case of N “ 1). Both for discrete and continuous barrier cases we observe that
SMC efficiency coefficient κ monotonically increases as the number of time steps N
increases. The accuracy (standard error) of SMC estimator does not change much as
N increases because barrier rejected asset sampled values (particles) are re-sampled
from particles between the barriers and thus at maturity we still have M particles
between the barriers regardless of N . Standard error of MC estimator grows with N
because the number of simulated paths that will reach maturity without breaching
barrier condition will reduce as N increases.
It is easy to see from Table 2 that in the case of discretely monitored barrier, SMC
efficiency κ is about proportional to 1{ψ, where ψ is probability of underlying asset
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not hitting the barrier during option life (i.e. in this case it is probability for the asset
path to reach maturity without breaching barrier). Note that in the case of discretely
monitored barrier, ψ decreases as number of time steps N increases (i.e. less number
of paths will reach maturity without breaching the barrier as N increases). In the case
of continuously monitored barrier ψ does not change with N (it is about 0.5% in the
case of option calculated in our numerical example, see Table 1). However, note that
MC estimator for continuously monitored barrier case is calculated by sampling asset
paths through N dates and multiplying the path payoff at maturity with conditional
probabilities of not hitting the barrier between sampled dates (7). Thus, probability for
the asset paths to reach maturity without breaching barrier is the same as for discrete
barrier case. As a result the standard error of MC estimator (both for discrete and
continuous barrier) grows as N increases.
Other numerical experiments not reported here show that efficiency of SMC over
MC improves when barriers become closer, i.e. probability for asset path to hit the
barrier increases; it is also easy to see from results in Table 2. If probability of asset
path not hitting the barrier is large then performance of SMC is about the same or
slightly worse than MC. Note that our implementation does not include any standard
variance reduction techniques such as antithetics, importance sampling and control
variates or any parallel/vector computations. The algorithm was implemented using
Fortran 90 and executed on a standard laptop (Windows 7, Intel(R) i7-2640M CPU
@ 2.8GHz, RAM 4 GB). While computing time is somewhat subjective (i.e. depends
on specifics of our implementation), the ratio of standard errors (or ratio of squared
standard errors) of MC and SMC estimators from Tables 1 and 2 strongly indicates
SMC superiority over MC having in mind that computational effort for SMC is only
about 10%-100% larger than for MC.
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Figure 2: Relative efficiency of SMC estimator versus MC estimator measured by
coefficient κ versus number of time steps N in the case of discretely monitored and
continuously monitored barrier. If computing time for SMC estimator is tSMC , then
the computing time for MC estimator to achieve the same accuracy as SMC estimator
is κˆ tSMC .
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Figure 3: Relative standard error (in percent) of SMC and MC estimators in the case
of continuously monitored barrier.
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Table 1: Comparison MC, pQMCC , and SMC, pQSMCC , option price estimators for con-
tinuously monitored barriers as the number of time steps N increases. Exact price is
0.008061. Probability of the underlying asset not hitting the barrier during option life
is ψ “ 0.005.
N MC(stderr) SMC(stderr) κ
1 0.008069(0.10%) 0.008074(0.12%) 0.39
2 0.008059(0.19%) 0.008077(0.13%) 1.14
4 0.008059(0.29%) 0.008064(0.14%) 1.58
8 0.008033(0.43%) 0.008046(0.15%) 3.98
16 0.008027(0.58%) 0.008066(0.12%) 8.15
32 0.008098(0.67%) 0.008063(0.13%) 13.25
64 0.008001(0.77%) 0.008070(0.13%) 16.12
128 0.007953(1.01%) 0.008050 (0.14%) 23.84
Table 2: Comparison MC, pQMCD , and SMC, pQSMCD , option price estimators for discretely
monitored barriers as the number of time steps N increases. ψ is probability of the
underlying asset not hitting the barrier.
N MC(stderr) SMC(stderr) κ ψ
1 0.8225(0.11%) 0.8229(0.12%) 0.69 0.359
2 0.5146(0.16%) 0.5140(0.10%) 2.11 0.229
4 0.2985(0.16%) 0.2985(0.10%) 2.19 0.137
8 0.1675(0.27%) 0.1684(0.11%) 4.98 0.080
16 0.0952(0.33%) 0.0957(0.11%) 7.25 0.048
32 0.0568(0.44%) 0.0566(0.13%) 10.54 0.029
64 0.0358(0.57%) 0.0361(0.13%) 17.84 0.019
128 0.0246(0.66%) 0.0249(0.14%) 20.12 0.013
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7 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper we presented SMC method for pricing knock-out barrier options. General
observations include the following.
• Standard error of SMC estimator does not grow as the number of time steps
increases while standard error of MC estimator can increase significantly. This
is because in SMC, sampled asset values (particles) rejected by barrier condition
are re-sampled from asset values between the barriers and thus the number of
particles between the barriers will not change while in MC the number of sim-
ulated paths not breaching the barrier will reduce as the number of time steps
increases.
• Efficiency of SMC versus standard MC improves when probability of asset path to
hit the barrier increases (e.g. upper and lower barrier are getting closer or number
of time steps increases). Typically, most significant benefit of SMC is achieved
for cases when probability of not hitting the barrier is very small. Otherwise its
efficiency is comparable to standard MC.
• Implementation of SMC requires little extra effort when compared to the standard
MC method.
• Both SMC and MC estimators are unbiased with standard errors proportional
to 1{?M , where M is the number of simulated asset paths for MC and is the
number of particles for SMC respectively; the proportionality coefficient for SMC
is different from MC.
Further research may consider development of SMC and MC for alternative solution
presented in Section 2.2. Also note that it is straightforward to calculate knock-in
option as the difference between vanilla option (i.e. without barrier) and knock-out
barrier option, however it is not obvious how to develop SMC estimator to calcu-
late knock-in option directly (i.e. how to write knock-in option price expectation via
Feynman-Kac representation formula (14)) which is a subject of future research. It is
also worth to note that in this paper we focused on the case of one underlying asset
for easy illustration while presented SMC algorithm can easily be adapted for the case
with many underlying assets and with additional stochastic factors such as stochastic
volatility.
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